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Topics
Smart Manufacturing

- The IT security aspect of digitised production
- Automation system engineering
- Servitization or selling products
- Lot size one Manufacturing
- Personalised production
- Production and product data analytics
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Topic 1
Smart Manufacturing

• The IT security aspect of digitised production

"Discussions on IT security proactivity and mitigation."
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Topic 2
Smart Manufacturing

- Automation system engineering

Discussion on how to address engineering cost of legacy and Industri4.0 automation.
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Topic 3
Smart Manufacturing

• Servitization or selling products

Servitization is the hype in all industries. To make this transformation - to sell services and solutions - requires significant change inside many traditional manufacturers. Companies have to recognise that the product is a platform to deliver a service.
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Topic 4
Smart Manufacturing

• Lot size one Manufacturing
  Discussion on the needs of the industry what to focus on.
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Topic 5
Smart Manufacturing

• Personalised production

*Production based on the online design or requirements of the end-user. Discussions on how it is possible and how it is beneficial and cost effective.*
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Topic 6
Smart Manufacturing

- Production and product data analytics
  The real usage and benefits of big data analysis and cloud services. Success cases and gaps to be filled in.
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Feedback / suggestions?
Thank you for your attention